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“We are drowning in information and starving for knowledge” – John Naisbitt.
Abstract – Clouds gather a vast volume of telemetry from
their networked systems which contain valuable information
that can help solve many of the problems that continue to
plague them. However, it is hard to extract useful infor-
mation from such raw data. Machine Learning (ML) mod-
els are useful tools that enable operators to either leverage
this data to solve such problems or develop intuition about
whether/how they can be solved. Building practical ML
models is time-consuming and requires experts in both ML
and networked systems to tailor the model to the system/net-
work (a.k.a “domain-customize” it). The number of applica-
tions we deploy exacerbates the problem. The speed with
which our systems evolve and with which new monitoring
systems are deployed (deprecated) means these models of-
ten need to be adapted to keep up. Today, the lack of indi-
viduals with both sets of expertise is becoming one of the
bottlenecks for adopting ML in cloud operations. This pa-
per argues it is possible to build a domain-customized auto-
mated ML framework for networked systems that can help
save valuable operator time and effort.
1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud operators gather large volumes of telemetry from
their networks and systems [1–8]. While this data contains
valuable information, it is hard for operators to extract in-
sights or action-items from such large quantities of (high-
dimensional) data [9]. Such insights help solve challenging
problems that continue to plague their networks and systems.
Today, operators use heuristics (often approximations of in-
teger linear programs) and manually encoded rules to solve
such problems [10–17]. Such heuristics are (often clumsy)
proxies for detecting patterns and making generalizations
about networked systems. ML is a promising alternative
(compliment) – it can adapt over time (through retraining)
to new conditions, can leverage historical data to make op-
timized decisions based on past observations, and learns
complex properties of the problem [18–20] e.g, ML has en-
abled large improvements in time-to-detection of cloud in-
cidents [21]. ML can help operators test their conjectures
about whether a dataset can help solve a given problem. The
insights derived from using ML can expose valuable, hid-
den, information that can help build solutions to such prob-
lems [1] even if the model is not used in production.
Need. While ML is useful, it does have several short-
comings: sensitivity to the input feature-set, debugability,
etc. Thus, building ML models for solving problems in net-
worked systems often requires careful domain customiza-
tion [1, 22, 23], to compensate for some of these short-
comings. Today, building such models requires someone
with expertise in both domains (networking/systems and
ML) to select the model, engineer features, identify corner
cases where the model can fail, and optimize the model for
performance and scale [1, 5, 21, 23–28]. Such resources are
scarce and the cost, in time and human resources, of tack-
ling such problems is high. This is because of the scale, di-
versity, and complexity of the data we collect [1–3, 29, 30],
the pace at which our networks and systems evolve, and the
number of questions we want answered. Not all models are
re-usable: every system is different and so a model built for
one system may not easily translate to another. Our conver-
sations with operators of large public clouds indicate the lack
of operators with joint expertise is the main bottleneck when
trying to build ML models to solve problems in networked
systems. Others have also observed similar challenges [28].
Proposal. This paper argues we can automate the process
of building ML models for cloud operators; but, such an au-
tomated framework must be domain-customized. Operators
should not need to customize ML models for each problem,
but they should be able to express high-level objectives to
an automation framework that could then generate appropri-
ate solutions. We need to build a framework that enables
users to use ML to solve problems in networked systems
without having in-depth ML expertise and that, similarly,
enables ML experts to contribute to solving problems in net-
worked systems without having expertise in these domains.
Such a framework can also help operators to take a more
principled approach to building ML models for production
networks and systems. We assume operators have thought
about whether ML-based solutions are appropriate for the
problem they are solving before using the system. How to
make this decision is itself a topic for research [28].
Promise. The ML community has shown it is possible to
build Automated ML (AutoML) frameworks. Such frame-
works remove humans from the process of building ML
pipelines. They have shown on-par performance, compared
with human experts, when solving several problems [31].
However, they aim to solve all problems posed to the system
using the same underlying process [32, 33]. Such generic
approaches will not work well for all classes of problems
(see §2) [34]. We have seen human-designed, domain-
customized models yield high accuracy in video stream-
ing [23] (reinforcement learning), traffic engineering [25]
(deep neural networks), diagnosis [1] (random forests), and
other problems in networked systems. Park [22] showed
how to domain customize reinforcement learning models by
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restricting their exploration space based on the properties
of the networking problem they are solving. We can build
AutoML frameworks that can also generate such domain-
customized models, on-par with those designed by human
experts, faster, and at reduced cost.
Users can provide, as input, what they know about the
problem, and the framework can use this context to generate
domain-customized models. Such context can help constrain
the search space, remove irrelevant features in the input data,
and improve feature engineering so we can capture the most
useful information about the problem in the model (see §2).
Contributions. We formally define the domain-customized
AutoML problem and show preliminary results demonstrat-
ing domain-customizing existing state-of-the-art AutoML
systems can help improve their accuracy and performance.
We explain why domain-customizing AutoML is not al-
ways straightforward, propose an architecture for a domain-
customized AutoML framework, and outline open questions
we, as a community, need to answer to realize it.
2. AN EXAMPLE IN REGRESSION
We first show an example of adding context to AutoML.
We look at a straightforward regression problem: predicting
the expected latency of a VM to other VMs in its VNet given
where its located. A VNet is a virtual network between VMs
in the same subscription. A potential use-case for this prob-
lem is network-aware VM placement [5].
The dataset. We use data from a system similar to VNet
Pingmesh [2] that monitors the health of the network be-
tween the VMs in each VNet. For each VM in the VNet, it
records the average latency from that VM to other VMs in
the VNet every minute (by sending pings to those VMs from
the host). The raw data consists of the cluster the VM is in,
it’s VNet ID, the host on which it is deployed, the VM name,
and the average latency to other VM’s in the VNet. We use 2
hours of VNet Pingmesh data from 1000 production clusters
of a public cloud. We create a “small” and “large” subsets
from this data for our experiments. The “small” subset uses
the first 45 minutes of data for training and the next 25 min-
utes for testing. The “large” subset uses the first hour of data
for training and the next 45 minutes for testing.
Evaluation metric. We use the coefficient of determination
or R2 score for our evaluation. The R2 score is a value,
≤ 1, where the best possible score is 1. A constant model
that always predicts the expected value of y, disregarding
the input features, would have an R2 score of 0.0. Negative
scores indicate a model with worst accuracy than one that
predicts the mean of the training data at all times.
The algorithm. We use an, open-source, state-of-the-art
AutoML framework: Auto-Sklearn [32]. Auto-SKlearn is
built on top of the popular ML toolkit SKlearn [35]. It was
the winner of the ChaLearn AutoML challenge [36].
Observations (Table 1). The raw data produces a low score
(1). An ML expert may increase the amount of training
data to improve accuracy, but the score doesn’t improve (2).
However, we know each cluster has different workloads and
a different latency baseline: comparing the Pingmesh [4] la-
tency of two clusters, the min – and max, median – latency
in one is 4× that of the other1. Hence, we use AutoML to
find a different model for each cluster and achieve a ∼3×
improvement in score (5). We also know many VM names
are, typically, un-informative and so we remove them from
the input, reducing the size of the training set and speeding
up training without any loss in score (6).
Adding context is not always so simple. For example, we
may decide to add where (which hosts) the other VMs in the
VNet are deployed as a feature. This increases the number
of features: as a rule of thumb, to maintain accuracy, as the
number of features increases the number of training samples
must also increase [37]. Indeed, using the same number of
training samples resulted in a lower score (8).
Skeptics may ask if it is possible that accumulation of er-
ror across clusters in Exp. (1)-(2) would explain these differ-
ences? We repeat Exp. (1) but partition the test set by cluster
and average the score (Exp. (3)). Comparing Exp. (3) with
Exp. (5)-(9) our conclusions remain unchanged.
Our example is simple enough that operators could adjust
their inputs themselves to fix the problem. Other problems
may not be as simple. Consider [1] where the authors use
TCP measurements along with a random forest-based model
to classify whether a failure is caused by the client, server, or
network. They found random forests to have poor accuracy
(≤ 25%) when used unchanged. They leveraged the fol-
lowing insight to boost accuracy: because TCP is designed
to detect most networking problems (and not others), it is
possible to first, accurately, distinguish networking failures
from other types of failures and remove them from the data
and then proceed to classify other failures. This increased
the information gain of individual features when identify-
ing other classes of failures and improved overall accuracy.
Finding such opportunities of improvement by an ML expert
without networking background or, similarly, a network-
ing expert without ML background is difficult and is what
domain-customized AutoML aims to do.
3. AUTOML FOR NETWORKS/SYSTEMS
We first describe the generic AutoML problem solved by
state-of-the-art frameworks [32, 33] – Combined Algorithm
Selection and Hyper-parameter (CASH) optimization. We
then discuss the limitations of such approaches and how we
can address such challenges by carefully adding context.
Definition 1 (CASH). Let A = {A1, A2, ..., An} be a set
of algorithms with the corresponding hyper-parameter set of
Γ = {γ1, γ2, ..., γn}. Further, let L(Ai, γi, Dtrain, Dtest)
denote the loss value obtained using algorithm Ai with
hyper-parameter set γi that is trained with the training data
Dtrain and validated on the test data Dtest. The goal of
CASH optimization problem is to find the joint algorithm
and hyper-parameter setting that minimizes:
1Note this is Pignmesh latency, not VNet Pingmesh latency.
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Exp ID (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Description Small
training set
Larger
training set
Exp. (1) + test set
partitioning
Normalizing
data per cluster
Training
per cluster
Removing
VM name
Adding #VMs in
VNet (new feature)
Adding hosts in
VNet (new feature)
Exp. (8) +
larger
training set
R2 score 0.28±0.15 0.03±0.05 -2.04e19±3.4e19 0.03±0.005 0.74±0.06 0.74±0.06 0.73±0.06 0.65±0.1 0.69±0.08
Table 1: Predicting latency between VMs in a VNet using VNet-Pingmesh data as input and by domain-customizing
these inputs to Auto-SKlearn. Results are averaged over 40 runs (with 95% confidence interval). Each new experiment
contains the changes in the previous one (all except (2) and (9) are on the small dataset).
A∗, γ∗ ∈ argmin
Ai∈A,γi∈Γ
L(Ai, γi, Dtrain, Dtest)
Even though solving the generic CASH problem is a good
starting point for automation, there is a significant gap be-
tween the achievable performance and the current state-of-
the-art. This gap is mainly an artifact of the decoupling of
CASH optimization from application context. The generic
CASH problem suffers from (at least) three main limitations:
(1) Algorithm Space: No single ML model outperforms
all other models across all applications. Compiling a list of
models and prioritizing them based on “frequency of usage”
is not an optimal approach. For instance, the best models for
solving networking problems may be different from those
used to solve computer vision problems. Prioritizing algo-
rithms based on their general popularity is sub-optimal.
(2) Hyper-parameter Space: Several ML methods (e.g.,
kernel-based SVM and regression) heavily rely on hyper-
parameter optimization. Leveraging prior knowledge for a
more effective hyper-parameter search can significantly re-
duce search time. This is particularly important for applica-
tions where users have a strict time/resource constraint.
(3) Data Redundancy: Redundancy in the input, both in
the feature space and number of samples, impact both the
quality of response and time to response. Distilling the data
based on domain knowledge can significantly reduce noise
in the input space and accelerate convergence. We discuss
other ways context can help improve AutoML in section §4.
We should reformulate the CASH problem so the objec-
tive captures context-aware AutoML frameworks that are si-
multaneously accurate, efficient, and easy to use. For a given
application, the optimal algorithm/hyper-parameter space is
a subset of the cross-product of different algorithm/hyper-
parameter domains supported by the AutoML framework.
This subset is often strict; meaning the active search space is
conditional to the target application/constraint.
More formally, the utility of an algorithm and its corre-
sponding hyper-parameter domain is conditional to an ap-
plication. Accounting for this property and conditioning al-
gorithm, hyper-parameter, and data spaces by the domain
results in a conditional tree-structured space (e.g., a directed
acyclic graph) tailored to the target applications. Thus, the
(hierarchical) CASH optimization problem is defined as:
A∗, γ∗, f∗ ∈ argmin
Ai∈A
L1(Ai, Dtrain, Dtest|S) (1)
argmin
fi∈F,γi∈Γ
L2(γi, fi(Dtrain), Dtest|S,Ai).
S indicates the target application selected from a pre-
defined set of applications supported by AutoML and fi(.)s
are transformation functions applied to the training data for
better feature engineering. At each optimization step, Au-
toML aims to minimize the loss function over a carefully
designed jointly dependent constrained set. The high-level
algorithm is first selected to best fit the application and the
input data. It then performs Hyper-parameter tuning and
feature engineering conditional to the selected algorithm/ap-
plication. In our tree-structured optimization, the choice
made by a higher-level node impacts the choices available
to lower-level nodes. Such nested hierarchical optimizations
restrict the solution space and significantly reduce search
time. They may even improve accuracy by reducing redun-
dancy.
4. DESIGN: INSIGHTS & CHALLENGES
Our design philosophy: we should not remove the hu-
man entirely from the loop but should leverage their domain
knowledge without requiring them to have expertise in ML
(Figure 1). Each following subsection describes individual
modules in the framework and the research questions that
need to be answered to make them work in practice.
4.1 Providing problem context
The framework relies on context as an input. We expect
users to input context through a domain specific language.
The context can be high level – the category of the problem
being solved: congestion control, diagnosis, traffic engineer-
ing; or detailed – e.g., trying to determine the right conges-
tion window for TCP based on a specific congestion notifi-
cation signal. Users may also choose to provide time and
resource constraints which the framework should adhere to.
Open questions: What is the right set of abstractions the
framework needs to expose to users? What is the desired
level of detail we need so that we can generate accurate and
performant (in terms of resource usage) ML models? How
do we translate the input into the format required by the rest
of the modules in the framework? How can we detect when
we don’t have enough information to find the right models?
4.2 Choosing problem category
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Figure 1: Our proposed architecture for a context-aware AutoML framework for networking.
There are many choices for what ML model to use: super-
vised vs unsupervised, regression vs classification, online vs
offline learning. We need to decide which to use. Many
existing AutoML frameworks expect users to make this de-
termination themselves upfront [32, 38] but this may be dif-
ficult for users with limited to no knowledge of ML.
We can brute-force the set of available models to find the
best fit or use Bayesian optimization or other algorithms to
speed up the search [32, 33]. This approach can use-up a
large portion of the available time/resource budget which
takes away from other critical operations such as feature en-
gineering, model evaluation, and hyper-parameter tuning.
Our insight: Context can help save resources when search-
ing for the right category – knowing whether we are solving
a latency estimation problem vs DDoS detection problem
can help decide which models to use: we know labeled data
will be scarce for DDoS detection and so we may decide to
use (unsupervised) anomaly detection whereas we know that
a regression algorithm is appropriate for latency estimation.
Auto-Sklearn [32] demonstrated that meta-learning is ef-
fective in speeding up search. Meta-learning detects whether
new datasets are similar to previously observed ones and
starts the search with a model which was effective for those
datasets in the past. Knowing the problem context can help
improve meta-learning by reducing the number of datasets
which are compared to the user’s input and in determining
which datasets are likely to be similar. Furthermore, it can
also help create the right set of “meta-features” to use.
Open questions: To use context, we need to have a taxon-
omy of problems in networking, study which ML models
are suitable for each, and find example data to use for meta-
learning. For each class of problems in networking we need
to identify “similarity metrics” to be used in meta-learning
to identify whether two datasets in that domain are similar
enough to warrant using the same model. For example, traf-
fic engineering in the DC setting (either in the DC’s wide
area backbone or within the DC itself) may be a very dif-
ferent problem than traffic engineering in the wide area net-
work [25]. We need a principled approach that helps identify
metrics that can quantify whether these two problems are
similar – the best metric may depend on the problem being
solved: congestion control vs video streaming.
4.3 Feasibility check
Many laymen in ML think it can solve any and all prob-
lems, but this is far from reality. It is essential to check
whether the problem posed to AutoML is even solvable.
Without a “feasibility checker”, in practice, users may lose
confidence in AutoML’s ability and stop using it all-together
when it fails to produce an accurate model. If AutoML can
predict when and why it may fail, it can warn the user that
the problem is too hard and tnat a human expert is needed.
We present an example from our own experience: En-
gineers of a production cloud wanted to use latency mea-
surements from a Pingmesh [4]-like system to predict fu-
ture packet drops and approached us for help. Configuration
changes pushed by human operators can cause packet drops.
Such changes are not captured in latency measurements (and
no additional data is provided) – it’s unlikely for ML to pro-
duce high accuracy. To demonstrate this more concretely, we
looked at the Spearman correlation [39] between Pingmesh
latency and packet discards observed on the top of the rack
switches in two different DCs of that cloud: 0.029 and 0.064
are the results. Feeding this data into Auto-SKlearn yields an
R2 score of −0.027, indicating poor accuracy. While these
experiments are hardly proof that the problem is unsolvable,
they indicate the problem is extremely difficult for the frame-
work to solve and would benefit from expert analysis.
Our insight: Checking feasibility is hard. But context
can help, at least, compute a difficulty measure for a given
dataset. For example, the framework can (learn to) ask the
operator a series of questions, given the context, which could
help it compute whether it is likely to achieve acceptable ac-
curacy. In the context of the example above, these questions
may be: Is latency expected to be correlated with packet
loss? Can humans influence the output being predicted?
Does the input data capture human involvement? Are there
external factors that the input is not capturing?
We could also think about using context to tune statisti-
cal tests or other metrics [40] to check feasibility. Context
may help decide whether the results indicate we are likely to
achieve acceptable accuracy for specific problem categories.
Open questions: How can we check feasibility? Statisti-
cal tests can help determine if the input and output are even
correlated. A subset of the data could be used for an initial
trial to determine the accuracy of the existing modules in the
framework. Meta-learning may also prove useful.
It may be possible to build model-specific checks which
would quantify whether it is likely for that model to produce
acceptable accuracy. For example, one can check whether
the input/output are linearly correlated before using linear
regression. Such metrics can be used as a measure of feasi-
bility for those models. Alternatively, VC dimensionality is
a measure ML experts have developed to quantify the com-
plexity of learning from a given input [40]. We may be able
to draw a mapping between the VC dimension of an input
and the likelihood of AutoML’s success. How useful these
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methods will be in practice is likely to depend on the cat-
egory of problem we want to solve, and the solution may
benefit from domain-customization.
One can also borrow from research in Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) to identify the right series of questions
that, if posed to the user, can help determine the likelihood
of solving network/systems related problem. An ML model
(such as RL) may be even useful to determine, for each con-
text, what series of questions are appropriate.
Identifying the right metric from the above list (or maybe
even finding a different one) is an open question.
4.4 Feature engineering
Prior work has shown good feature engineering can be
crucial to building ML models with high accuracy [1].
Our insight: Context helps infer the relationship between
input features. Existing frameworks [41, 42] exploit the
structure in the input table to derive relationships across the
columns of the input data. We can use context, and we can
embed domain knowledge into the search algorithm itself to
find the best features. For example, when using TCP statis-
tics to find the entity responsible for a failure [1], users can
specify which features correspond to the source and destina-
tion IP. The framework can then create corresponding “ag-
gregate features” that characterize normal and abnormal be-
havior for individual flows between those IP addresses over
time. Once it arrives at a feature-set, the framework can then
use auto-encoders [43] for dimensionality reduction.
Open questions: The problem type dictates the approach
used for feature engineering: one may choose a different
feature engineering scheme when designing a model for de-
ciding the best bitrates to use for video streaming but opt for
another when deciding the best congestion window for TCP.
How to categorize these problems and what algorithms to
use for feature engineering is an open problem.
4.5 Model selection
Many factors influence which model is the right choice
for solving a given problem, e.g., the choice of model may
depend on the resource and time constraints the operator
specifies. Many models can be domain-customized through
the choice of kernels – independent variables can be pre-
configured in the Covariance function of a Gaussian process;
or the model structure – encoding independence assumptions
in a Bayes-Net. Other models can accept other “priors”.
Our insight: Context can help identify the right priors to use
for each model e.g., in many networking problems, topology
and where the monitoring data is being collected can bear a
huge impact on what priors may be appropriate (see §2).
Open problems: This may be one of the more challeng-
ing modules of the framework: when designing the DSL
we need to anticipate what information may be useful to the
framework for deciding upon the right priors, kernels, and
models. Similarly, we need to decide how to interpret the
user’s input and use it for this purpose. The taxonomy of
problems described in §4.2 can help answer these questions.
4.6 Train/test split
Ensuring the right train/test split can be important when
evaluating/comparing models. For example, take the prob-
lem of VM placement [5] – we want to predict the resource
usage of a VM given the past resource consumption of other
VMs in the same subscription.
If we split the data for train/test by time, data for indi-
vidual VMs will be split between train/test sets, which can
result in information leakage. The model will have high ac-
curacy on the test set because it has “seen” the same VM in
the training set. But as soon as it is used in practice, where
it has to make predictions for new VMs, there will be a sig-
nificant drop in accuracy. The solution is simple: ensure the
data is split such that individual VMs are either in the train-
ing or the test set but not in both. The question is, how would
an AutoML framework figure out that it needs to do this?
Our insight: Context can point us to potential causes of
information leakage, e.g., in the previous example, knowing
VMs should be considered separately. The framework can
use the input context to derive what boundaries should not
be crossed when splitting data into training and test sets.
Open questions: How to translate the information provided
by the user into whether there is likely to be information
leakage for a given train/test split?
4.7 Evaluation/Explanation
Evaluation can help give feedback on how the user can
modify their inputs (see §4.8) to get higher accuracy and bet-
ter models, as well as insight on how to interpret the results.
Our insight: The right metric for evaluating a model may
depend on the problem context. One can even use this metric
when training and evaluating models such as reinforcement
learning which need to optimize an expected reward. We can
maintain a set of possible metrics, e.g., flow completion time
(for congestion control design), buffer occupancy (for video
streaming), link utilization (for traffic engineering), average
peering costs (for traffic engineering), etc. The framework
may even present a set of choices to the user and allow the
user to decide which criterion is appropriate.
We can also translate ML-based evaluation metrics into
human-readable text that explain the utility of the model. For
example, the framework can use natural language processing
to output sentences such as “When the system outputs «the
link has failed» it is likely to be correct 80% of the time”
where 80% is the model’s precision on the test set.
Explainable models also exist [44–46] and can help users
understand what inputs have helped the model and also re-
duce data collection overheads – operators can use these out-
puts to decide which measurements are helpful. There is of-
ten a tradeoff between accuracy and explainability. Users
may decide on a preferred tradeoff which would determine
whether AutoML favors explainable models.
Context can help provide more insights when explaining
models and combined with natural language processing may
even help improve the readability of the output.
Open questions: How would you use context to translate
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ML evaluation metrics such as F1 scores, precision/recall,
accuracy, ROC curves, etc to metrics the operators care
about? What are the right domain-specific performance met-
rics to use for each category of problem (e.g., for the reward
function in reinforcement learning)? How do you derive
those metrics from the input data? How do we use context
to improve model explain-ability?
4.8 Feedback
Humans should be kept in the loop when designing ML
models for production systems. If AutoML can produce use-
ful and human readable feedback then users may be able
to adjust their inputs to build models with higher accuracy
based on that feedback. Feedback can also help operators
understand which inputs have helped the models and which
one’s haven’t. They can use this information to, if necessary,
reduce monitoring overhead in their networks and systems.
This module could take advantage of the problems the
framework has solved in the past. Take the example where
the framework was previously used to estimate the right TCP
congestion window based on round trip times and bandwidth
estimates and is now being used to do the same but with the
bandwidth delay product as the input. The framework may
observe that the previous input was more predictive of the
correct output and provide this feedback to the user who can
then adjust their inputs accordingly.
Our insight: AutoML can use historical records to inform
the user if there are inputs that could improve the model’s
accuracy. Such feedback will depend on the problem context
as, for example, a congestion control problem may not be
directly comparable to a VM placement problem.
Open questions: It is unclear what type of context can help
improve the feedback the framework provides to the user.
We also need to understand what this feedback should be
and whether there is a confidence metric we can assign to it.
The confidence metric can show the framework’s confidence
in the feedback and the user can use it to gauge what actions
are appropriate based on that feedback.
5. DISCUSSION
Should ML be used to solve networking/systems prob-
lems? We focused our attention on the design of a
domain-customized AutoML framework that enables net-
working/systems experts to build ML models for their net-
works/systems. Is ML the right solution for these problems?
There has been much debate on the subject [28]. We believe
there are cases where ML is a great tool: when the number
of features describing the problem space is large and there is
no first-principles understanding of the problem – network
availability problems are one such example; or when we are
building our intuition about a problem before we solve it –
here, ML can help us develop our understanding about the
problem and build better solutions. These arguments not-
withstanding the community can benefit from a careful study
of what types of problems can benefit from an ML-based so-
lution and where ML is not the right choice. This, however,
is beyond the scope of our AutoML framework.
On-line debugging of the models produced by AutoML.
Our design ( §4) targets the steps involved in finding the right
model to use to solve a particular problem using a given
dataset. But, if we want to use these models in practice,
we also need to track their performance in real-time and to
replace them with new models – either the same model re-
trained or a completely different model – when they start to
become outdated. Thus, we should pair AutoML with an
online monitoring and tracking system that monitors its per-
formance and evaluates when to change the deployed model.
Deploying the models produced by the AutoML frame-
work. To deploy an ML model in real-world systems, func-
tionality is no longer merely dependent on accuracy but also
is dependent on the inference (execution) runtime and model
robustness against malicious attacks [47, 48]. Our current
proposal does not address execution latency or safety chal-
lenges of ML models. Our domain-customized CASH op-
timization, however, can be modified to account for the la-
tency and/or safety constraints of potential models. We be-
lieve co-optimizing for practical constraints such as runtime,
energy consumption, or robustness against adversarial at-
tacks is a promising future research direction.
6. RELATED WORK
The closest system to our proposed framework is
Park [22], which is an environment for experimenting with
reinforcement learning algorithms for systems problems.
The ML community itself has just started ramping up on
AutoML research – recent workshops and competitions have
demonstrated the possibility of creating highly accurate ML
models without human intervention [31, 36, 49, 50]. Similar
competitions have been proposed for deep learning [51].
Embedding context into AutoML frameworks helps do-
main experts leverage their knowledge of the problem with-
out having to be experts in ML themselves. These context-
aware AutoML frameworks produce models tailored to spe-
cific use-cases which improve their accuracy and perfor-
mance (see §2, [22, 52–54]). Such frameworks significantly
reduce human effort and allow operators to take a more prin-
cipled approach when using ML.
Catal et al. [55] studied the experience of engineering
teams when building ML models for production systems and
noted that an AutoML pipeline would be helpful to such
teams – especially those less experienced in using ML. We
next describe several bodies of work on AutoML:
Hyper-parameter tuning frameworks [56–63]. Most ML
models have several hyper-parameters that need to be de-
cided before the model can be trained. Picking the right
hyper-parameters for a model is crucial to achieving high
accuracy and good performance. In its early forms, Au-
toML was mostly focused on automatically tuning the hyper-
parameters of different ML models.
Data cleaning and pre-processing frameworks [64].
These frameworks automatically remove missing values, do
one-hot encoding of categorical values, normalize and scale
data, and perform other data-cleaning operations before the
6
dataset is input to the ML model.
Feature engineering frameworks [41]. These frameworks
automatically derive meaningful features from the raw data
by exploiting the structure of database tables.
Holistic AutoML frameworks [32, 33, 38, 42, 52, 65–69].
A number of AutoML frameworks target the holistic Au-
toML problem i.e., the CASH problem (see §2). The process
involves searching through the space of hyper-parameters,
data preprocessing, feature engineering, choosing the right
priors and ML models, and resource allocation.
Context-aware AutoML [42, 52–54]. There have been
limitted studies on context-aware AutoML frameworks. The
most notable of these works is Google’s Cloud AutoML plat-
form which offers AutoML for vision, video intelligence,
natural language processing, and language translation.
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